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From the Director
At the North Carolina Museum of Art, we believe in the power of art and how it can connect communities. 

Our Museum is situated to provide North Carolina residents and visitors alike with experiences unique to 
its campus in Raleigh—one of a handful of museums in the world with a renowned art collection and an 
immense park housing art installations inspired by nature. But our work doesn't stop in the state's capital. 
Through programs, partnerships, and education initiatives, we work to bring the People’s Collection to all  
100 counties across North Carolina.

We know that many visitors first encounter the NCMA through these off-site experiences, online through 
our website or a social media post, or through word of mouth by a friend or family member. To clearly and 
concisely communicate our message and instill a sense of ownership in the People’s Collection, we have 
created these branding guidelines, which are vital to this work. I hope you’ll join us in our efforts to be a 
cultural resource that reflects the communities we serve.

Valerie Hillings

Director, North Carolina Museum of Art
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Purpose and Approach
In 2019, under Director Valerie Hillings, the Museum set forth an ambitious five-year strategic plan, with  
a focus on reframing its free Museum collection and expanding the Museum Park’s art experiences. 
Developed in concert with the strategic plan, this updated brand identity was released in 2022 after two 
years of research by a cross-departmental committee of staff and six months of design conception by NCMA 
graphic designers.

These resulting guidelines outline the Museum’s voice and visual identity to inform Museum communications 
and design, work in concert with Museum exhibition and gallery installations, and support in-person 
interactions with the public, partners, and potential visitors, signaling a sense of welcoming and belonging on 
our campus.

Please contact the Marketing and Communications Department for more specific guidance on visual identity 
and house style.
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Mission

The North Carolina Museum of Art 
stewards and shares the people’s art 
collection and inspires creativity by 
connecting our diverse communities 
to cultural and natural resources.

Vision

To be a vital cultural resource for the 
entire state and a national leader in 
creating a welcoming experience of 
belonging and joy

Values

Integrity. We strive for excellence in all we do, holding ourselves 
and each other accountable to our mission, vision, and the public 
we serve.

Active listening. We listen actively to all voices in our community 
and communicate with transparency and empathy.

Collaboration. We collaborate to share diverse narratives and 
experiences that influence and inspire individuals and the 
communities we serve.

Inclusion. We believe a welcoming and inclusive environment is 
essential to achieving our mission and vision.

Joy. We seek to infuse delight and curiosity into the unique 
experiences we offer so people can find their personal joy.

Creativity. We believe that being open to new ideas and 
perspectives expands our creativity and problem solving.

Mission and Vision
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When developing content across programming, events, social media, presentations, and beyond, keep these 
tenets in mind.

The North Carolina Museum of Art is

• Unexpected and unforgettable 

• Local yet global 

• Cool yet friendly

Our brand and voice:

• Acknowledge the Museum’s main differentiating factor, its large and varied indoor/outdoor campus 
experience

• Enable visitors to feel ownership, pride, and a sense of communal belonging

• Capitalize on the NCMA’s standing as a state art museum with national and global connections

• Celebrate North Carolina and its creative community

• Embrace history while moving toward the future

• Overcome stereotypes of museums as exclusive, elite, and solely academic

Museum Voice
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Accessibility and Inclusion
The Museum works to be accessible to everyone, including in its visual design and written communications. 
The new Museum brand was developed with this in mind, incorporating accessible typefaces and high-
contrast colors to be used across Museum communications, including the website, printed collateral, social 
media posts, video and audio content, and email marketing.

Some of these efforts include:

• Hyperlegible, high-contrast fonts and colors for easy readability 

• Alt text and descriptive captions for images on social media, email marketing, and the website 

• Captioned video and audio content 

• Accessibility icons on printed materials and web event listings to alert visitors to accessible areas and 
resources on campus

• Accessibility newsletter distributed monthly

Learn more about Museum-wide accessibility programs and resources at ncartmuseum.org/accessibility.



Visual Identity
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The iconic rings of Gyre by Thomas Sayre visually encapsulate the Museum’s sweeping indoor and outdoor 
collection and unique intersection of art, nature, and people. As a groundbreaking, seminal commission 
in 1999 for the developing Museum Park, Gyre is by the hand of a North Carolina artist with international 
recognition.

Inspired by Sayre’s gestural sketches created during the planning of his first public earthcasting sculpture, 
this visual mark evokes volume, forward motion, and a distinct sense of place. The textured gestural mark 
calls to mind the act of sketching or painting. These elements come together to represent experiences in 
both the Park and galleries that extend across the state of North Carolina.

Logo
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Logo can be displayed in these three color themes.

Logo
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There are two sets of logos: regular and stacked.

regular

ver t ical

hor izontal

wordmark

stacked

Logo
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ADDRESS BLOCK
The logo clearspace may be encroached upon for the Museum 
address block only.

2110 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh

2110 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh

Logo
LOGO CLEARSPACE
The logo clearspace is the height of the uppercase letters in the 
logotype. Only the street address can violate the logo clearspace.
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SUBBRAND LOGOS
NCMA “subbrands” are used to visually identify certain Museum programs as a subset of the main Museum brand. Development and deployment of these 
subbrands must be done in conjunction with the Marketing and Communications Department.

Subbrand logos use NCMA in Case Text Light with the name of the program in Case Text Bold. Visually, subbrand logos are always all caps but should be 
written out in running text as two words (e.g., NCMA Learn). The name of the subrand must be one word or an acronym.

NCMALEARN
Case Text Light

No space

Case Bold

NCMA
LEARN

Leading (distance between 
each line of text) is the 
same as font size

Case Text Light

Case Text Bold

NCMAAIM

NCMAEXPLORE

NCMARECOMMENDS

NCMA
AIM
NCMA
EXPLORE
NCMA
RECOMMENDS

Logo
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Color Palette
COLORS

NCMA Orange
PMS 7579 C
C7 M79 Y97 K1
R224 G89 B42
HEX #e0592a NCMA Yellow

PMS 116 C
C0 M18 Y100 K0
R255 G206 B1
HEX #ffce02

NCMA Light Green
PMS 7745 C
C38 M22 Y100 K1
R170 G172 B36
HEX #aaac24

NCMA Dark Green
PMS 357 C
C86 M40 Y91 K39
R26 G86 B50
HEX #1a5632

NCMA Blue
PMS 313 C
C100 M23 Y19 K0
R0 G143 B190
HEX #008fbeNCMA Dark Blue

PMS 2945C
C100 M73 Y20 K6
R0 G74 B151
HEX #004a97

NCMA Purple
PMS 267
C77 M97 Y0 K0
R96 G38 B158
HEX #60269e

NCMA Violet
PMS 2592 C
C51 M89 Y0 K0
R158 G40 B181
HEX #9e28b5

NCMA Red Orange
PMS 7597 C
C11 M89  Y100 K2
R214 G65 B35
HEX #d64123

NCMA Rust
PMS 7526 C
C29 M83 Y100 K29
R140 G59 B25
HEX #8c3b19

The color palette is inspired by the wide range of 
art and nature on the NCMA campus.

Individual designs utilize analogous triads (three 
colors next to each other on the color wheel) and 
analogous pairs (two colors next to each other) with 
a complementary color across the color wheel.

analogous triad

analogous pair + 
complementary
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Color Palette
NEUTRALS

NCMA Light Tan
PMS 7503 C
C34 M35 Y68 K4
R170 G151 B103
HEX #aa9767

NCMA Dark Tan
PMS 7504 C
C38 M49 Y64 K13
R149 G120 B94
HEX #95785e

NCMA Warm Gray Lt
PMS Warm Gray 2 C
C20 M20 Y23 K0
R203 G195 B187
HEX #cbc3bb

NCMA Warm Gray 
PMS Warm Gray 6 C
C37 M35 Y38 K1
R166 G155 B149
HEX #a69b95

NCMA Warm Gray Dk
PMS Warm Grey 10 C
C50 M50 Y54 K17
R122 G110 B102
HEX #7a6e66

NCMA Cool Gray Lt
PMS Cool Gray 2 C
C18 M14 Y15 K0
R208 G207 B205
HEX #d0cfcd

NCMA Cool Gray 
PMS Cool Gray 6
C36 M29 Y28 K0
R167 G168 B169
HEX #a7a8a9

NCMA Cool Gray Dk
PMS Cool Gray 10
C62 M53 Y48 K19
R99 G101 B105
HEX #636569

In exhibition design the neutral palette serves as 
a backdrop of colors in the galleries that enhance 
the visitor experince without distracting from the 
artwork.

In marketing materials the neutral palette is a subtle 
complement to the brigher primary brand color, 
NCMA Orange.
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NEUTRAL PAIRINGS
Neutral Triads

Neutral Pairs + NCMA Orange

COLOR PAIRINGS
Analogous Triads

Analogous Pair + Complementary

Color Palette
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PRIMARY T YPEFACE
Case is a 21st-century typeface in three optical sizes, ideal for logos and 
display text; the Text family is perfectly crafted for the printed page; and the 
Micro family offers readability at small sizes. The latter two feature a higher 
x height alongside more open shapes; for maximum readability Micro also 
offers traits that make characters more easily distinguishable and enhanced 
contrast at the joints of stems and bows.

The letter forms of Case were used in the development of the  
wordmark:

Case should be used as the typeface for Museum publications in most 
instances, unless context or need for variety require a serif font, in which 
instance the secondary typeface may be utilized.

Primary System Font
Arial is the primary system font. It should be used in place of Case when a sans 
serif font is preferred and brand fonts are unavailable, such as in PowerPoint and 
Microsoft Word.

Typography
Case

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

Case Text

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

Case Micro

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

Case Styles

hairline  hairline italic

thin  thin italic

extra light extra light italic

light  light italic

regular  regular italic

medium medium italic

bold  bold italic

heavy  heavy italic
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SECONDARY T YPEFACE
Flecha is a sharp and streamlined old-style typeface made for editorial design and 

text. On the whole Flecha has a sturdy and mechanized appearance with its rigid 

letter forms, square terminals, and geometrically simplified strokes. Nevertheless, 

Flecha still manages to be delicate and reminiscent of the broad nib pen.

The typeface Flecha should be used whenever a need for a serif face arises as well 

as for contrast with the primary typeface. Flecha is excellent as a header face for 

program promotions such as food service, membership, and education.

Flecha was chosen for its strong display qualities as well as its satisfying letter form 

relationship with the primary typeface, Case.

Secondary System Font
Times New Roman is the secondary system font. It should be used in place of 
Flecha when a serif font is preferred and brand fonts are unavailable, such as in 
PowerPoint and Microsoft Word.

Flecha L

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

Flecha M

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

Flecha S

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

123456789

Flecha Styles

extra light extra light italic

light  light italic

regular  regular italic

medium medium italic

bold  bold italic

black  black italic

Typography
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Implementation
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Design Elements
LOGOMARK AS GRAPHIC ELEMENT
The logomark may be used as a graphic element. It may be rotated 
or reflected. It may overlap with text and images. The wordmark 
should not be used as a graphic element.

GYRE  TEXTURE BRUSHES
A set of Adobe Illustrator brushes were created to mimic the logo and 
the texture of Thomas Sayre's Gyre. These brushes may be used to 
create textural elements such as edges of a color field or in erasing 
an area. They should not be used to write text or draw illustrations.
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Design Elements
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography can be combined with design elements such as 
the Gyre texture brushes to create unique branded images.

FRAMING
A white frame around both print and digital materials can be 
used as a design element. Two frame styles are available.

East Building, Level C

ncmafood.com

Serving Lunch

Wednesday – Sunday

11 am – 4 pm

East Cafe Interior signage final.indd   1East Cafe Interior signage final.indd   1 9/14/2022   4:40:39 PM9/14/2022   4:40:39 PM

North Carolina Museum of Art

Sunday, November 13, 2022
SECU Auditorium

DOCENT LECTURE ENDOWMENT presents

Alison Saar

ncartmuseum.org

2110 Blue Ridge Rd, Raleigh, NC

Paper Lantern–Making Kits
$8/each (+ tax)

This kit has everything you’ll need to create one illuminated paper lantern through the  
papier-mâché process. 

Once your paper lantern is complete bring it with you for a magical Winter Lantern Walk on:

• December 10 at the North Carolina Museum of Art in Raleigh 

• December 21 in Hillsborough

• Or both! 

The only requirement to attend is to bring your own homemade white paper lantern.

learn more at 
ncartmuseum.org and hillsboroughartscouncil.org/solstice

All proceeds go to the Hillsborough Arts Council.

Member 
Monday

Not a member?
Join our membership 

community today.
visit.ncartmuseum.org/membership

East Building
10 am –7 pm

Member Monday Sign v2.indd   1Member Monday Sign v2.indd   1 11/3/2022   12:31:28 PM11/3/2022   12:31:28 PM
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STREET 2110 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh, NC 27607 

MAIL 4630 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, NC 27699-4630 

TEL (919) 839-6262 fax (919) 733-8034 | WEB ncartmuseum.org

DIRECTOR Valerie Hillings | GOVERNOR Roy Cooper | SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES D. Reid Wilson

NCMA Letterhead State.indd   2NCMA Letterhead State.indd   2 8/12/2022   1:40:38 PM8/12/2022   1:40:38 PM

Print Materials
STATIONERY

4630 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, NC 27699-4630

NCMA 10 Envelope.indd   2NCMA 10 Envelope.indd   2 8/12/2022   2:18:05 PM8/12/2022   2:18:05 PM
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Print Materials
BRANDED RETAIL ITEMS
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NCMA to Go ACTIVITY KIT 

Stain, Splash, Spread
Create a colorful painting inspired by artist Sam Gilliam’s improvised process in his work Last September IV.

MATERIALS

included in kit
■ Watercolor pans    ■ Paper    ■ Dropper    
■ Foam brush    ■ Tissue paper

not included in kit
□ Paper towel, placemat, or large paper    
□ Cup    □ Water    □ Spoon    

Sam Gilliam, Last September IV (detail), 1973, acrylic on canvas, 57 × 71 1/2 × 2 1/4 in., Purchased 
with funds from the National Endowment for the Arts and the North Carolina State Art Society 
(Robert F. Phifer Bequest)

Look at how the colors in this painting spread, bloom, and splatter 
across the surface. What do their shapes make you think about?  
This painting was created by Sam Gilliam. He became famous as  
part of the Washington Color School, a group of artists working in 
Washington, DC, in the 1960s who created abstract paintings with 
big washes of color. At the time art and the wider world was chang-
ing rapidly, and artists experimented with many new ways to create.

Instead of painting on canvas with a brush, Gilliam wanted to see 
how paint looked when it moved. He poured paint onto the surface 
and then scrunched and folded the wet canvas to create painted 
creases. He layered several colors to show movement. Some  
describe his technique as “improvisational,” since he couldn’t always 
control how the artwork turned out. This was fitting, as Gilliam loved 
jazz music and its fluid, expressive rhythms. What sounds does this 
painting make you hear?

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Protect your painting surface.
Place a paper towel, placemat, or large piece of paper on your art 
station. This will absorb the paints that bleed through your paper as 
you work.

2. Optional: play music while you work!
Sam Gilliam was inspired by jazz; put on your favorite music while 
you paint.

3. Experiment with paints.
There is no wrong way to create your abstract painting. Try these  
options with your paints to create flowing and expressive areas  
of color:

• Create a light wash with liquid watercolors. 
Fill a cup with a small amount (about ¼ cup or 2 ounces) of 
hot water. Drop a watercolor pan in the cup and let it dissolve 
for a few minutes. You can also stir the water with a spoon to 
speed it up. Use the dropper to place the liquid watercolor on 
the paper. Watch how different liquid watercolors blend and 
create washes of color across the surface.

• Paint with the foam brush. 
Wet the foam brush and dip it into watercolor pans, then make 
thin or thick lines or dots of color on the paper. Flick paint 
toward the paper to create splashes and splatters.

• Play with muted and bright colors. 
Tip: the wetter your paint, the fainter the color will look on the 
paper. For bolder colors use less water on your brush or add 
less water when making liquid watercolors. If your paper is very 
wet, let it dry before adding more paint.

4. Experiment with paper.
Try these techniques:

• Fold painted paper to blend colors and create painted creases. 
You can unfold your paper when it’s wet to see what layers you 
created, or let the paint dry and then unfold the paper to see 
strong creases of color.

• Crumple and dip sections of your paper in liquid  
watercolor cups. 
Watch the wet paint spread across the paper!

• Hold up your paper to watch paint move. 
When your paper is wet, lift it from your work surface and hold 
it up to watch paint drip, seep, or run in a new direction.

5. Add another layer of color with tissue paper.
When your painting has dried, place scraps of tissue paper on top of 
your colorful paper. Use the dropper or your brush to wet the tissue 
paper, then watch as its color starts to stain the paper below. Let 
your painting dry and remove the tissue to finish.

Print Materials
unparalleled elegance. exquisite cuisine. artful ambiance.

Learn more and request information at ncartmuseum.org/weddings

photo, top: kivus & camera | photos, left to right: aj dunlap photography, kivus & camera, briana brough photography

Third Round
3 – 4 pm

26. Ally Haney  @allycat141

27. Anna True @annabo.o

28. Antonio Alanís  @antonioalanisart

29. Bill Koeb  @billkoeb

30. Cameron Doby  @camerondobyartist

31. Carrie Alter  @carriealter

32. Christopher Woodard  @krsuniverse

33. Constance Pappalardo  @constancepappalardoart

34. Eric Knisley  @eric.knisley

35. Gabrielle Brant Freeman  @gabbyfree

36. Gia Woods  @giawoodsart

37. Jason Lord  @earlnc

38. JP Jermaine Powell  @jpyourlife

39. Kalee Calhoun  @kiwicalhoun

40. Kristin Walsby  @brutalsquid

41. Mike Rosado  @ekimodasor

42. Pete Sack  @petesackart

43. Peter Marin  @petermarinworks 

44. Sarah Whitney  @sbhw

45. Scott Eagle  @eyrie_studios

46. Stephanie A. Freese  @stephaniefreese.artist

47. Taylor McGee  @taylormcgeeart

48. Veronica Markey  @eelregulart

49. Vinita Jain  @vinitajain127

50. Zach Storm  @_zachstorm_

Fourth Round
4 – 5 pm

51. Alia El-Bermani  @aliapainter

52. Allison Coleman  @allisoncoleman_art

53. Andrew Munro

54. Anna Podris  @annapodris

55. BannerWood Arts  @bannerwoodarts

56. Britt Flood  @b.l.fl ood

57. Chris Musto  @chris_musto_art

58. Eric Cabbell Jr.  @Cabbell.e

59. Greg Baldwin  @lostbearstudios

60. Jason DuPertuis  @jdpdraws

61. Jeremy Darby  @artifexjay

62. Kirstin O’Malley  @muddyomalley

63. Laura E. Davis  @laura_davis_o�  cial

64. Leo Barthelmess  @leobarthelmessart

65. Lori Saylor Brewer  @dichrodog

66. Rachel Campbell  @campbellpaints

67. R. Babb  @lifeandtimesofr

68. Rebecca R. Hwang  @night_karasu

69. Rebekah Evans  @beckybagel

70. Saudamini Madra  @saudamini.madra

71. Sloane Siobhan  @namasteloner

72. Steven Bednar  @steven.bednar

73. Tony Rector  @tonyrectorart

74. Trish Klenow  @trishklenow

Second Round
2 – 3 pm

1. Art by Madhuri   @artbymadhuri

2. Barb Cherry  @thebarbart

3. Be Boggs @illustratedbe

4. Becky Joye  @beckyjoyeart

5. Carlos Manuel Burgos @los_burgos

6. Chris Pilley  @cpilley

7. David Eichenberger  @troubleberger

8. Fabrizio Bianchi @fabzart21

9. Freddie Bell  @fartworks

10. Ivana Milojevic Beck  @ivanambeck

11. Jacob Trump  @jacob_sketches.art

12. Jason Whitman  @asaurthing

13. Je¡  Bell  @je¡ reyrbell

14. John Haw  sketchbookproject.com/

  library/S8446791

15. Jorren Thornton  @mindxfuzz

16. Karen Kluttz  @kitkatzenworks

17. Kathryn Patel  @ktgpatel

18. Keith Norval  @keithnorval

19. Kiki Farish  @kiki.farish

20. Kwame Hawkins  kwamehawkins.com

21. Marx Myth  @crackerbarrel_surrealist

22. Miriam Ximil  @kidximil

23. Pepe Caudillo  @bwpepe

24. Ronald R. Irons  rrirons53.wixsite.com/

  watercolors

25. Roxanne Lorch  @roxxlorfi nearts

Registration
Artist check-in
Art wall and checkout

DJ Victoria Bouloubasis
(from Mamis & the Papis) 

@mamisandthepapis

Poetry Fox @thepoetryfox

NORTH 
COURTYARD

FEATURED ARTISTS

Bar  
Beer, wine, and nonalcoholic beverages

Check out the special NCMA Fullsteam 

“Reimagine” Hazy IPA with original art 

by David Eichenberger

First Round 1 – 2 pm
Youth Hour

Monster Drawing Rally program 2022.indd   2Monster Drawing Rally program 2022.indd   2 9/23/2022   10:30:36 AM9/23/2022   10:30:36 AM

NCMA members are a diverse community of art lovers who, through their support, 
provide much-needed funding for educational programs, art conservation, 
exhibitions, and more.  

As a member, you can enjoy—and help others enjoy—all that we have 
to offer. Member benefits include unlimited access to world-class 
exhibitions, engaging educational programs for adults and families, 
and discounts on tickets for almost every activity at the Museum.

By supporting the NCMA, members help sustain one of  
North Carolina’s greatest treasures, the People’s Collection.

BECOME A MEMBER

visit.ncartmuseum.org/membership

Membership Flanker Signs.indd   1Membership Flanker Signs.indd   1 9/20/2022   5:09:21 PM9/20/2022   5:09:21 PM

A 
MODERN 
VISION
OCTOBER 8, 2022–JANUARY 22, 2023

European Masterworks  
from The Phillips Collection

TICKETS ncartmuseum.org/modernvision

Featuring more than 50 paintings by iconic artists including Edgar Degas,  
Vincent van Gogh, Edouard Manet, Claude Monet, Pablo Picasso, and Paul 
Cézanne from the world-renowned Phillips Collection. Opening alongside a  
historic reinstallation of the NCMA’s collection, A Modern Vision showcases 
works by titans of impressionism, postimpressionism, expressionism, and  
cubism, carefully collected by founder Duncan Phillips. 

Degas, Van Gogh, Monet, and more!

H
ilaire-G

erm
ain-Edgar D

egas, D
ancers at the Barre, circa 1900, oil on canvas, 51 1/4 x 38 1/2 in., The Phillips C

ollection, W
ashington, D

C
, A

cquired 1944

HOW TO BUY ART AT THE MONSTER DRAWING RALLY 

OBSERVE the artists at work, see something you like, wait for completion.

FOLLOW the work from the drawing table to the art wall. As soon as it hits 

the wall, it’s available to purchase.

CLAIM YOUR PREY! An art wall manager will confi rm your prize and assist 

you with your payment.

What if someone else is interested in the same work of art?
An art wall manager will have all interested parties draw from a deck of cards.

High card wins.

ALL WORKS ARE $50 (tax included).

ALL SALES FINAL

CREDIT OR QR CODE PAYMENTS

2110 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh  
(919) 839-ncma ncartmuseum.org SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 2022, 1 – 5 pm

#NCMAmonster @ncartmuseum

Monster
Drawing
Rally

THANKS TO ALL OF OUR SPONSORS

OPENING PARTNER

Monster Drawing Rally program 2022.indd   1Monster Drawing Rally program 2022.indd   1 9/23/2022   10:30:36 AM9/23/2022   10:30:36 AM
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Digital Assets
WEBSITE SOCIAL MEDIA
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Digital Assets
EMAIL VIDEO

Lower th i rd

Outro
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Karlie Marlowe Former Director of Marketing and Communications 

Dave Rainey Former Director of Graphic Design

Allison Maslow Director of Graphic Design

Christin Hardy Senior Graphic Designer

Kat Harding Former Assistant Director of Marketing and Communications

Karen Kelly Senior Editor

Laura Napolitano Editor

Dan Ruccia Graphic Designer

Jim Shanholtzer Creative Traffic Coordinator

Credits


